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Large-scale password breaches are a common occurrence. To protect their users’ accounts and data after these
breaches, companies often attempt to convince their users to change their passwords on the affected sites. In this
article, through our unique infrastructure that monitored the security behaviors of 249 participants over almost two
years, we report on the extent to which people change their passwords after breaches. We also analyze the strength
and quality of their new passwords. In particular, we examined the real-world passwords chosen by participants with
accounts on one of nine breached domains. Our results show that users typically did not change their passwords after
a breach, and when they did, the new and old passwords were similar enough that an attacker could easily guess
their new password [4]. Additionally, users continued to use their old stolen passwords across other online accounts,
making those accounts also vulnerable. Our findings suggest that it is difficult to ensure users’ accounts are safe in the
wake of breaches if users themselves are the ones responsible for changing their passwords. For example, sites could
require password resets and multi-factor authentication. These findings highlight the need for designing systems that
keep users safe without putting the onus on them to take correct remedial action.

Password breaches have been on the rise, affecting companies from Yahoo! to popular gaming sites such as League of Legends
and Neopets [1]. Passwords were often stored insecurely before being stolen (e.g., in plain text or using cryptographic mechanisms
known to be vulnerable, such as the use of ‘unsalted hash functions’). Even when stored with stronger cryptographic protections
(i.e., when hash functions are used appropriately), many passwords can be easily reverse-engineered through dictionary-based
password guessing attacks. Overall, password breaches leave users vulnerable unless they change their passwords on the
affected sites [1]. Previous work has also shown that, on average, a user exactly or partially reuses their passwords on over 50%
of their accounts [7,10,23]. In such cases, when a person’s password on one site is compromised, they incur the risk that an
attacker will be able to gain access to their other accounts that use the same or similar passwords (i.e., through an attack known
as ‘credential-stuffing’). To mitigate and prevent this from occurring, passwords on those other sites also need to be changed. In
order to make informed recommendations to companies on best risk-mitigation practices after a breach, it is instructive to examine
people’s current password-changing behavior following a breach.

Password breaches we studied

We studied nine of the most significant password breaches that became public in 2017 and 2018: Imgur (breach announced
Nov. 2017) [18], Deloitte (Sep. 2017) [15], Disqus (Oct. 2017) [31], and Yahoo! (Feb. and Oct. 2017) [16,17], MyFitnessPal (Mar.
2018) [9], Chegg (Sep. 2018) [5], CashCrate (Jun. 2017) [22], FLVS (Mar. 2018) [14], and Ancestry (Dec. 2017) [20]. We selected
these breaches because they were part of Identity Force’s list of biggest breaches in 2017 [6], Digital Information World’s list of
biggest breaches in 2018 [24], or the password breaches reported on HaveIBeenPwned [1] (a service that alerts users if their
passwords were found in breached password lists).

(How) Did people change their passwords after a breach?

We analyzed the password-changing behavior for participants who had accounts on at least one of these nine breached domains.
For these 63 participants, we examined who changed their passwords on breached domains and whether they changed their
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passwords on other sites that were similar to the breached ones. We also measured whether the quality of their passwords
improved. We measured this quality along the aforementioned dimensions of similarity, reuse, and strength. A constructive change
implies less similarity, less reuse, and an increase in strength of passwords.

We identified 63 participants who entered passwords on at least one of the nine breached domains we study, implying that
they had an account on the domain and therefore were potentially affected when the domain was breached. In particular, these
participants entered a password on at least one of the breached domains before the breach announcement date and were active
in the behavior-monitoring study for at least 90 days after the announcement. We checked whether the identified participants
changed their password on the affected domain. If they did, we checked how similar the new and old passwords were and whether
the new password was stronger than the older one.

Overall, only 21 of the 63 participants changed a password on a breached domain following the breach announcement. However,
only two of the 21 changed their password within a month of the breach announcement, only five total within two months, and
only eight within three months. Even in cases when their passwords were definitely stolen, only a small fraction of participants
changed their passwords: 49 of the 63 participants had Yahoo! passwords, and only 18 of them changed their Yahoo password
even though all were affected [17].

Users often use the same passwords across multiple online accounts [2]. Password reuse is dangerous because if one of
a user’s passwords is breached, an attacker is likely to be able to gain access to their other accounts that use the same or
similar passwords. Following previous work [23], we considered two passwords to be partially reused if they shared at least a
three-character substring and exactly reused if the same password was used for multiple accounts. We computed the extent of
reuse of a password as the fraction of that participant’s other passwords that exactly or partially reuse the password in question.
For example, if a user had “iluvDONUTS90”, “ih8bagels20”, “uluvDONOTS200”, and “iluvDONUTS90” as their passwords for four
different accounts at a given time, the amount of reuse of the first password is 2/3. We examined the change in password reuse
for each participant who changed a password on a breached domain. We did this by comparing the reuse before the password
change and the reuse a month after it. For nine participants, the new passwords on the breached domains were more reused; for
ten it was less reused; and for two it was equally reused, implying that the majority of participants’ password changes did not
result in higher-quality passwords.

Most of the time, participants either made their passwords stronger or kept them equally strong [19]. Nine of the 21 participants
created stronger passwords while 11 created equally strong passwords. Only one created weaker passwords. On average,
participants created stronger new passwords that would be only slightly more difficult for an adversary to crack when compared
to their old passwords. However, participants’ new passwords were similar enough to their old passwords, on average, that an
adversary with access to someone’s old password may be able to guess their new password with less effort.

In summary, participants’ new passwords were slightly stronger but often similar to their old passwords. Additionally, the new
passwords on these breached sites were still often similar to passwords they used on other domains, continuing to leave the users
vulnerable.

(How) Did people change passwords beyond the affected sites?

Even if they change their passwords on breached domains, people may still be at risk of compromise on other sites through
credential-stuffing attacks. In credential-stuffing attacks, the attackers use stolen username-password combinations to breach
users’ other accounts that use the same or similar username and password combinations. Therefore, it is important for users not
only to change passwords on the breached site but also on other sites where they used the same or similar passwords. As part of
our study, we measured how many participants changed similar passwords (i.e., similar to the breached passwords) on other sites
and the quality of these changes.

If a participant changed their password on a breached domain, we examined whether they changed any of their similar
passwords on domains beyond the breached domain in the month that followed. We considered two passwords similar if they
shared a substring that is at least as long as half the length of the longer password. For example, the passwords “iluvDONUTS90”
and ”ih8DONUTS90” are similar since they share the substring “DONUTS90” that is at least half as long as the longer password,
“iluvDONUTS90”. We measured similarity by examining passwords similar to the most recent passwords entered on any domain
before the breach announcement.

The 21 participants who changed a password on a breached domain had, on average, 30 passwords similar to their older,
breached password. More than half of these participants (14 participants) changed a similar password. However, on average,
they changed only four of these 30 similar passwords within a month of changing their password on the breached site. Nine of
the participants changed to a password that shared a substring of three or more characters with their old password; these nine
participants’ new passwords on average shared a substring 44% the length of the longer password with their older counterparts.
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The 14 participants changed their similar passwords to be on average 10% stronger (based on accepted password guessing
metrics) than their original passwords on the breached domains and 18% stronger than the passwords being changed. However,
the majority (63%) of the changes resulted in weaker or equal-strength passwords.

Overall, participants changed very few passwords on breached domains and even fewer similar passwords on other domains.
Even when they did change a password, the change was often to more reused passwords, passwords similar to the old ones, and
not to stronger passwords.

How much better were people’s passwords on breached domains than on other domains?

The main findings of our study show that people’s password change behavior after breaches is less than ideal. While this finding
could be bad news for people’s cyber security, it is important to study whether this non-ideal behavior applies only to changes to
breached passwords (where the impact of password change is the most crucial) or to their overall password changes. To provide a
baseline against which to compare breach-related password changes, we computed password-change statistics for all password
changes by all 249 participants over the two years spanned by the dataset.

Overall, the participants’ password updates resulted in relatively similar changes in strength, regardless of whether they were
on breached domains. However, breach-related password changes resulted in more dissimilar new passwords (i.e., their new
passwords were reused less than before across their other accounts). Of the 249 participants, 223 individuals changed a password
and made at least one password change that involved carrying over a substring of at least three characters. In such cases, old
and new passwords shared a substring, on average, 85% the length of the longer of the two. Looking at all password changes
made by those 223 participants over the two year period, 70% of these password changes resulted in weaker or equally strong
passwords. However, new passwords were on average 23% stronger than older passwords and the median change in password
strength was neutral (i.e., the old and new passwords were equally strong). In other words, changes related to breaches resulted
in less strong but more dissimilar new passwords compared to participants’ overall password changes.

Finally, to obtain an overall baseline for how often participants reused passwords, we computed the average amount of reuse

Figure 1: Change in password reuse across each password change per participant. Each point on the X-axis represents a
participant and they are sorted by how much more reused the participants’ changed passwords were on average than their old
passwords. Y-axis values below zero indicate that passwords became less reused, which is more desirable.
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Figure 2: The average amount of reuse of each participant’s unique passwords. The amount of reuse of one password is
represented as the fraction of a participant?s passwords that exactly or partially reuse (i.e., share a three-character or longer
substring with [23]) that password; the X-axis describes the average of these fractions for each participant.

of each participant’s unique passwords entered per domain during the time period spanned by the dataset. In particular, if a
participant had three unique passwords on google.com and five on yahoo.com, we computed the average reuse of those eight
passwords even if some of the yahoo.com passwords were exactly reused on google.com. We computed the reuse of each
password at the time of that password’s first entry.

Figure 1 shows, per participant, how often participants’ new passwords were reused across their internet accounts compared to
their old passwords. In this figure, red dots above the green line indicate that a participant’s breached password changes resulted
in lower quality passwords (i.e., more reuse). More than half of the participants changed their passwords on a breached domain to
be more reused across their other accounts than their old breached domain password, compared to their baseline changes in
password reuse. Figure 2 shows the average amount of reuse of all of each participant’s unique passwords entered per domain.

Users can be more protected after breaches

Our results show that users typically do not change their passwords after password breaches even when their old passwords are
definitely compromised. The low number of participants who changed a password on a breached site and the even lower number
of those whose changes were to better (i.e., less reused, less similar, or stronger) passwords suggest that password breach
notifications are failing dramatically, both at causing users to take action and even more at causing them to take constructive
action.

Government regulators should take note of the ineffectiveness or absence of breach notifications and consider imposing
stricter requirements on companies to implement better practices [11,27,30,32,33]. In particular, they should require companies
to repeatedly send notifications until they have positive confirmation that the notifications have been understood and that any
instructions have been followed. Existing breach notification laws should be altered such that affected companies must force
password resets and verify that new passwords are “better” in terms of them being dissimilar from users’ old passwords before
allowing users to successfully access their accounts again.

Websites can also do more to protect their users after a breach. To ensure old and new passwords are dissimilar, as a user
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is entering a new password, websites can display which parts of the newly entered password match the old one and allow the
user to modify their new password until the amount of overlap is below a threshold (e.g., less than 50% the length of the longer
password, as we used in this study). Similarly, to provide real-time feedback on how to make a stronger password than the old
one, websites can make use of in-browser password strength meters [19] and display prompts on what properties of the entered
password could be changed so that its strength becomes satisfactory [26]. The other indicator of password quality that we studied
in this article is how often a user’s password is reused on their other online accounts. Given that websites typically won’t share
their users’ passwords with other websites, it may be difficult for websites to ensure their users’ passwords are not reused on other
sites. However, at the time of password creation and updating, websites can still display a warning against password reuse and
prompt users to verify that they are not reusing their new password on other sites, even if the websites cannot verify this.

From a preventative standpoint, companies should use an authentication method other than just passwords, for example,
multi-factor authentication, or they should allow the use of single sign-on (e.g., sign on via Google). Companies should be required
to store their passwords securely by hashing and salting their passwords to avoid credential-stuffing and rainbow-table attacks on
plaintext or weakly hashed passwords [21,25]. Companies can also make use of external services such as HaveIBeenPwned and
force users to change their passwords when they encounter a matching hash in this database. They can additionally encourage
the use of password managers to help their users with password management.

Some facets of good password maintenance behavior may be difficult for users to grasp [3, 12, 13, 28, 29]. Users may find
managing passwords to be simply overwhelming. For instance, the affinity towards changing to weaker or equal-strength passwords
could be because when people feel compelled to choose new passwords they have poor awareness of password strength or
the additional memory burden leads them to pick weaker passwords [8,28] (e.g., they might change just enough characters to
satisfy system requirements). Related to partial password reuse, people may find it difficult to understand how their “different”
password is still similar to other passwords (i.e., they might be unintentionally partially reusing passwords). Therefore, it is vital
that password education focuses on encouraging people not to re-use passwords as well as to use password-managing tools.
Potential efforts in this space could include integrating password-reuse trackers within tools that people may already use and trust
to store their passwords. Some password managers, such as 1Password, already warn users if one of their saved passwords is
reused. Password managers, including those built into web browsers, could go further and more actively discourage password
reuse. Users may additionally benefit from the above kinds of tools automatically changing users’ passwords to mitigate reuse and
the presence of low quality passwords on their behalf.

Conclusions

Password breaches are now a common occurrence and pose a major security and privacy threat to a large number of users. Yet,
we find that after a breach users are unlikely to change their passwords, and even if they do, they do not pick suitably secure
passwords. Our findings suggest that companies need to improve their communication with users as well as mechanisms to
enforce password changes after a breach. Even so, deeper challenges remain with users’ rampant reuse of passwords across
websites. Tools such as password managers should be improved to prevent or reduce such reuse as well as provide efficient
means to update passwords following a breach.
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